2000 chevy venture transmission

We bought our venture van brand new. At 24, miles the transmission went. We had it replaced
and the next day it went again 3hours from home. We were on our way to SC to take our
daughter to college. Had to rent a van to get there and leave our van to be fixed. They replaced
the transmission. Both under the warranty. Then 3 years ago we had major transmission
problems and it cost a lot to get it fixed. Guess What- at , our transmission has gone again.
What is with Chevy transmissions? Has anyone else had this problem. I drive it all the time. I am
not hard on the transmission or a crazy driver. Air conditioner has been another problem. We
had problems with it and finally had it replaced. Should have been under warranty but the
warranty company went bankrupt. This year we had to have repairs done on it also. I don't think
we will buy any more Chevy vans. I can't believe how much money we have spent on it over the
years. We take very good care of the cars-changing oil every miles, checking and changing
other fluids as we should, not hard or crazy drivers. I am sure this transmission problem is
electrical in some way. I have owned this van since About six months after I bought it is when
this problem occurred. I feel this is electrical as it doesn't happen all the time. I have had this
checked numerous times and being an intermittent problem it's hard to find. The transmission
shifts really hard and feels like it's banging I pull over shut it off and restart I always change the
fluid as required. I feel if it was the transmission, then why not all the time? But actually, I
believe this was the dealers fault, since what happened is this; brought in for a simple item to
be fixed, and they told me the head gasket was leaking. So I had the gasket replaced, and miles
later, the tranny failed burned up. Now don't tell me that the idiot repair guy forgot to do
something when he fixed the gasket!!!! Probably forgot to put the fluid back in if that is removed
when a head gasket is replaced??? But I had no proof they caused the problem, so I had to pay
it. Now, the car has , on it, and the tranny jerks into gears when hot I'm hoping another tranny
isn't needed!!!! So we bought this van thinking it was nice and all. We use it to pull our jet ski.
But just last year everything went down hill. Funny to say that in Connecticut our arm rest
broke. We found our self in a funny and painful situation. No warranty. I have only this one car.
We use it for everything. No car to borrow what so ever. When we drive it it feels like if you were
in a horse for a while. The van is a piece of crap. And even so So she knows she's hurting. How
annoying can this be. Now there is much more to this but just to get to the point This
transmission turned out to be worse then the one it had before. So if you think about it So what
to do now? Well my husband seemed to think he had the solution the other day. He was so
frustrated that he drove the van all the way home at 70mph. Jumping like a horse he wanted the
van to just Explode! Funny thing is he actually thought about us being in it. Well this time when
we got home my husband just sat down and when he saw the kids playing around our van he
just screamed at them I give up. I just wanna burn it! First noticed that the car would "jump" into
gear-made a huge clunking sound. We bought this car as a "program vehicle" so there was a
little warranty left but the problem happened just after it expired so we had to pay for it out of
pocket. It seemed okay for a couple of years but it recently has started to do it again. We have,
since then, found out that this model minivan is a real lemon! The only Chevy's worth buying, in
my opinion, are the trucks. I am beyond unimpressed!! Chevy will not even consider an
exception past the warranty expiration for this because there was no history of this problem
during warranty coverage. I will soon be taking my van in to have it fixed, what else am I
supposed to do, but in the mean time I am parking the P. I put a new radiator ,water pump ,belt,
freeze plug, battery and head gasket etc.. I was driving my venture and started hearing a noise
coming from under the hood. I only heard it at speeds above 50 miles per hour. If is switched in
to 3rd gear the noise would go away but I could hear the transmission going faster. I knew right
away that it was the transmission. My extended warranty had just given out at 90K. I brought it
to World transmission who hooked it up to their computer and told me that the over drive gear
4th gear had given out. They were able to rebuild the transmission and things are working better
now. I never thought I would have so many problems with american cars. It really sucks when
our car companies know they are building substandard cars and wonder why we are buying
honda, mazda, etc. They last. I will never purchase another american car. I have owned this car
for 6 months. I never thought that the transmission would be toast. Upon talking to the aamco
shop where they make good money fixing broken chevys i learned that they see this problem all
the time. I wish I had done more homework prior to buying a chevy. I contacted chevy and got a
nice dose of smoke blown up my posterior. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most
Common Solutions: not sure 4 reports rebuilt transmission with better quality parts 4 reports
rebuilt transmission 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Venture problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops
in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. So how do

you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste
your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. I have had my van for a while I started notice jerking when changing gears, then
the gas gauge quit working on the vans in , the dealer told me I needed to purchase a sensor to
make the gas gauge work, I was just sending my son off to college I didn't have any money so I
drove on, next the belt broke on the car almost causing my son to wreck, thank goodness for
defensive driving in drives ed. Please help I have read the complaints and it seen we are all
having the same problem, what is GM waiting on for someone to die are the car to catch a fire
this is a manufacture defect come on fix it or give us something to have it repaired at the dealer.
This is your business don't you want people to come back. We have spent 3 years flushing
radiator with dexcool--still having overheating which causes problems with our
transmission--every time seeing sludge in overflow tank within a month after fresh flush--this
month we have replaced water pump, and replacing radiator, oil cooler, and going back to
regular green antifreeze after hearing of similar problems and worse in Chevrolet models using
dexcool!! We've spent several hours stopped under shade trees to let engine cool down enough
to get to destination. Transmission experienced some slipping and showed an code on the
computer. Fourth gear was stripped. Search CarComplaints. Transmission failed: - the
engagement of automatic transmission was sluggish, and would slip at low speeds especially
after being in park for more than a couple of hrs. Automatic transmission won't go into 2nd or
3rd gears. Windshield wipers won't go back into park. Gas tank stop registering and cross bars
on window motor were broken. My Chevrolet Venture van, warner brother's edition, had the
transmission fail at 47, miles. I did not have an extended warranty purchased at the time I
bought the van. I had noticed when I first acquired the van, that when I put the van in drive from
reverse, the transmission slipped noticebly. Also, from a stop the traction device signal would
come on periodically and the transmission slipped as I accelorated. I had the van serviced every
3, miles and had done everything according to the service manual. Nothing was said about
burnt fluid. I was not a happy camper but needed a vehicle for transportation. The new
transmission was warranteed for Unfortunetly, I was left out of the loop. After much discussion
with both the service manager and sales rep. Notice the plunge in cost after GM got invovled
with the payment?!? What next right" no more GM vehicles for me! As you can see the van has
minimal mileage with multiple repairs. Reported directly via E-mail to Chevrolet. Also received a
file number and sent copies of repairs directly to Chevrolet. Could have taken out children,
home and van itself. Dealer claims it is a faulty gas tank. Will be replacing with new. Vehicle
lives at dealer. Transmission failed, will not engage, manufacturer admits it should not have
failed on a vehicle with that mileage and that age; will not pay for it unless take it to a dealer,
which will take much longer and also cost more money than an independent specialist. Airbag
light has been coming on in this vehicle on a regular basis since the 20, mile mark. I have had
the dealer from whom we bought it look at it twice. All they do is hook it up to a machine and tell
me there is nothing wrong with it. They never told me that the airbag light is a serious indicator
that the airbag will either deploy when it should not, or it will not deploy when it should. The
manufacturer is very concerned about this. The dealer has shown no concern at all. If vehicle is
shifted into reverse, while on a slope or incline, would go forward first and then reverse. Have
taken to dealership, and informed by mechanic it was characteristic of vehicle. The van will
suddenly roll backwards while in gear when stopped on an incline- even a slight incline.
Recently, this almost caused me to have an accident as my van almost rolled into the car
behind me. This problem has occured many times, but it does not ocur every time I am stopped
on a hill incline. When it occurs, the van rolls back very fast, not gradually. He aslo said that he
has had several people come in and complain about the same problem. I believe it is a design
defect. When on an incline the transmission fails to hold the car when the brake is released,
causing the van to roll backwards. This happens on slight inclines. The dealer claims this is
normal, but with the 15 other automatic cars I have owned, this has never been the case. This
occurs when the car is warm and does not happen when the car is cold. The rolling occurs in
drive or reverse on even the slightest incline. Chevrolet has not responded to my inquires
regarding this issue. I am concerned that the rolling will cause an accident. Consumer heard a
knocking noise. Took vehicle to the dealership, and they replaced transmission. Next day,
vehicle would stay on as running. Dealer stated that fuel pump failed. Then, consumer
discovered that there was sand inside of vehicle. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August in Chevrolet. I
checked the transmission filters if the venture and the impala have the same ones and they do

so does anybody know if the venture and the impala transmissions are the same? June I have a
venture. Every few weeks or so out of nowhere the auto transmission make a distinct winning
sound that lasts a few hours to one day max. During this period every shift is very hard, the van
bangs with every shift no matter how slow or fast I approach each shift. New transmission fluid
and filter make no difference. It always goes away before I can get it test driven by a mechanic.
Van has , mi on it now been duing this for the last 40, mi at least. I too have a venture with 60,mi.
My trans out of the blue kind of bucks between shifts. It only does it once in awhile under any
condition. I think I may have heard that whining sound from time to time, but very faint. Good
luck. I have been able to narrow down this problem to what I believe to be hot transmission
fluid. The problem has been getting worse and I went to the hand car wash and using the high
pressure I blasted the bugs and junk out of my radiator which part is used for cooling the
transmission fluid. I have not had the problem since but have not been driving hard yet. The
fluid is new only about 10, mi or less. July I have the same exact problem, seems like it will not
start doing it until you stop after driving for awhile and take off again, it starts whining and
shifts hard, if I shut it off for a few minutes it will run fine, until it runs for a few miles then it
starts again I've noticed it does it in warmer weather also I've had the tranny flushed Think I will
give the radiator fins a good cleaning as posted before and see what happens Any other
suggestions would be greatly appreciated!!!! I have about miles left on my extended warranty.
So I took the car to the dealer to see if they could figure out why the transmission does what it
does. They tested it out and said it was the pressure switch in the transmission. The warranty
covered it so it was replaced a couple of weeks ago. Took it on a test drive up in the mountains
and so far everything works great. I guess the hot transmission fluid just made things worse but
was not the problem. New transmission fluid did help some but did not fix the problem. Thanks
russ21, I figured it would be something internal, mine of course is out of warranty but right now
it's my wifes only means of transportation until I get out from under Chapter 13 Bankruptcy
Guess I'll makes some calls, would it be better to let the GM service dept. I'm thinking GM I
would expect a transmission expert to be more efficient and lower cost? Good Luck. I too have
the same problem and I will try to clean out the radiator. Does anyone know what sensor is
failing and is it costly to fix yourself? You will need to get it checked out by either a dealer or a
transmission expert. The part that caused this problem with my van was the transmission
pressure switch that controls the transmission shifting. Did not get a quote from a transmission
expert company. Either way I would get it troubleshot and quoted on paper. August My trans
would shift hard and the check engine light would come on periodically. Later had battery
wearing down. Took to dealer to change battery since not real easy and they found a wire
shorting. Afterward, trans worked perfectly. Let me start by saying I'm only a mechanic of the
"shade-tree" variety. I've read that its a failure of the "transaxle pressure control solenoid" or
PCS. It says on the label that its good as preventative maintenance and I put it in my Saturn
even though I had no issues with it. Thinking I had nothing to lose, I put it in the Venture. For
about 1 week the problem got much worse. Then it went away Don't know why You may want to
give it a shot November Morning all. My husband came back with my van, and the back window
was covered in tranny fluid. He looks under the van, and there is a HUGE puddle He has worked
as a mechanic in the past, so he and a friend took the tranny out last night poor guy got back at
2am He says it looks like there was a "bubble" or what have you in the metal to the case, and it
finally gave through we're close to , miles. I'm just curious if anyone else has had an issue with
corrosion, etc. December Same exact thing here. My car started this back in the early fall when
temps were still warm. Then it turned cold and it quit for awhile but as I drive distances longer
than 20 mins, it starts up again. We thought it was all due to low tire pressure. I have my 2 right
tires leaking and consistently low. It seemed as we fill them the problems go away. Then the car
started doing it even when the tires were full so we knew. Had it in to a dealer who said they
couldn't find anything wrong with the transmission. Fluids were fine etc. Took it to another
dealer, they couldn't duplicate either but left me an open ticket to bring it in immediately when it
does it. I did and before the service manager left the lot, he could hear it and luckily got the
check engine light when he left the lot which put in the code that there was a transmission error
and a rear sensor o2 error. They couldn't find the rear sensor error but did find that there was a
pressure control issue. We'll see if this fixes it. My van is a with 95, miles on it. I will update later
when I actually have the car a bit to see if it's fixed. January I have what appears to be a
transmission fluid leak, however, the fluid level seems to be stable. When my van was shifting,
it would do a 'thunk' sound as it geared up, but that was only once in a while. Now that 'thunk'
seems to have ended and the shifting is pretty smooth. I'm wondering if perhaps there is
another red fluid used aside from tranny fluid as I cannot seem to find where the leak is coming
from exactly. Thanks, t. That's exactly how mine started originally. Then all of a sudden it quit
leaking and they tell me I have a trans leak. A month passes by before I put it in to get the trans

fluid leak fixed, and they then tell me there is no leak. Go figure! Am I being taken or is it all just
part of the process, the come and go of the leak, the come and go of the thunk. A couple
months pass and the above start happening post16 and well that post tells you the rest. I'm
having no problems since it was fixed. Actually, turns out it was a coolant leak. The rad cap is
shot. The coolant the last shop put in is actually about the same colour as tranny fluid. New cap,
rad flush and few other odds and ends and it should be good to go. Doesn't say much about the
shop I took it to as I had a coolant flush there a few weeks ago. Guess they lost my business. I
have a Venture. Just recently while driving at around 50mph and up it will start to jerk really
hard every couple of seconds and hesite. If I push the acellerator it feels like it isn't getting any
fuel. Just hesitates and jerks. If I slow down to below 50mph or so it will be fine. Also it doesn't
do this while driving in the city. Only at higher speeds on the freeway. Anyone with an answer to
this problem? Thanks in advance Corey. This one is hard to diagnose over the internet I've
never experienced anything like this on our Venture Is your check engine light on? Do you have
access to a code scanner, if so you may be throwing a code that doesn't make the light come on
many trans codes are like that But I'm not sure its a trans problem, sounds like an ignition or
fuel problem to me. Maybe a coil pack getting ready to poop out? Or possibly an injector dying?
The PCM is probably storing information when this is happening which only a scanner could
read. So I had my OBD codes pulled today and a total of 3 came up. They are P - Oil pressure
switch circuit p - Theft system fuel enable P - Max adapter long shift. The mechanic pulled one
of the plugs and we discovered that they are the original plugs. Quite worn out. I am going to
change the plugs and wires this weekend to see what that does. I still don't know how the plugs
or wires would only cause a problem on the highway and cause my lights to dim. Anyone with
more suggestions? My ears are open. P is probably a broken wire or bad connection in the oil
pressure circuit. The sensor is located next to the oil filter If this was your problem, the van
would start, run for 2 sec. I wouldn't worry about this one P - the long shift code is typically set
when your pressure control solenoid is going bad in your transmission. You don't mention
either so I'm guessing its not your problem. It may be as a result of your actual problem. I don't
think any of these 3 are indicative of what's going on. Without driving it I'm still thinking fuel or
ignition issue. Change your plugs and wires like you said you were going to do and also change
your fuel filter. Be prepared to let out a string of expletives as you try to get to the rear plugs
Also make sure that the terminals on the coils are squeaky clean when you replace the wires
and coat them lightly with dielectric grease before you put on the new wires, you'll have to
remove them to get to the rear lugs anyway so its a good time to check them out - if you've got
a multimeter, check the resistance between the two towers on each towers meaning where the
wires connect to the resistance should be ohms - if its above or below, you've got a bad ignition
coil Hopefully you'll get rid of your problem Thanks for the info. Your post has been the most
informative one that I have recieved on a number of forums that I have posted on. Thanks again
abd I will re-post after I change the components. April You sound like you have dealt with these
issues before, or are at least competent. My just started the thunking shift and the wind up
"gear" noise as I drive. I would like to find acompetent shop in Cincinnati for transmission
issues. My van has 58k on it and has never towed. I have noticed it is getting worse as it gets
warmer. Any ideas? I am not a mechanic unless there's a shade tree and some beer around That
being said, couple of suggestions - -Chances are, the pressure control solenoid inside your
trans is failing causing the bumping shifts and whining noises. Try this NOTE: it will get worse
for the week or so right after you do it and you will say "I can't believe that I listened to that guy
on the internet!!!! That was 2 years ago, haven't had to worry about it since and my mechanic
told me I needed a new transmission when it first started happening 3 years ago Worst case
Where does one add the Lucas Transmission Fix? Why add only a HALF bottle of it? Are there
any risks to using this product? I don't know if the trans in the Venture qualifies as small. You
may want to contact Lucas directly for more info I'm not promoting their product I just tried an
experiment when I had nothing to lose and by chance it worked My own Venture started whining
last night after a high speed mile run on the PA Turnpike through the mountains and flat old I
West to central Ohio. Temps were around 28 degrees F. It was fine on the trip until I got 5 miles
from home and this noise began that sounded like running on under-inflated tires. I'm going to
have it checked but this transmission pressure or "transaxle pressure control solenoid" seems
the likely culprit from what I've read here. Your diagnosis is likely correct but try this: 1. Get a
can of mass air flow sensor cleaner and follow the directions to clean the MAF. Change your air
filter. While the solenoid is likely your problem, occasionally the MAF will get dirty and that
combined with an air filter that has a little dirt in it will cause the PCM to get some wacky info
from the MAF sensor causing it to shift with a bump and whine. My whine noise is constant as I
roll, even if I put the car in neutral and coast with the engine on - of course. What is mass air
flow sensor cleaner and where would I spray it? I am not a motor head but I can follow simple

instructions. The MAF is located between the air filter and the engine intake. Its the square
looking thing with a wire connected to it and a short length of hose on either side of it. There's
also an arrow on it to tell you which way the air should flow through it so you know which way
to put it back in. The cleaner comes in a aerosol can and is made by CRC maybe others too?
You can find it at any decent auto parts store. Just be sure to follow the directions on the can to
a "T". And don't let the little red hose on the can contact any part of the MAF sensor. Good
Luck, John :shades:. Turns out my whining noise and the feeling that I was driving on
under-inflated tires or that car would not shift to 4th gear was NOT a transmission problem. My
local BP garage mechanic put the computer on it, found no transmission codes or anything else
wrong with the engine. He said I had a bad wheel bearing. He replaced it and now the Venture
drives like new with 70, miles on it! My clue that they were on the right track was when I was
driving to put the car in Neutral and let it coast and it still dragged. To me that meant it must not
be a trans problem. I have a Venture and I had that problem and throwing diferant types of
codes. The mechanic I used to work for had me take the mass airflow sensor off and clean it
with throtle body cleaner spray and a Q tip. Make sure all the stuff is off the wires then put it
back together. Worked good for me. No running problems or anything for a while. But my tranny
is acting wierd it whines shift hard sometimes and now shudders, I have to let is set when I start
it cold bfore it will move. A couple of days ago I ran over a backpack blower that fell off
someones truck. I immediately lost automatic shifting ability and later all ability to move. I found
that my transmission line was snapped and pulled out. I replaced the line and all transmission
fluid and oil. I was told by the chevy dealer that I would not need any pressure on the line for the
transmission to reengage. After I replaced it it still fails to engage let alone shift into any gears
including R. Anyone have advice for a person trying to save a buck. I would like to ask if
anybody has experienced this on their venture and if they have an answer. If the fluid levl is not
full then its an internal transmission problem Low fluid level can cause all of these complaints.
The shift lever moves freely without any resistance but it does not shift the gears. The
transmission is presently in reverse and I can not shift the gears at all. Someone told me its a
linkage problem but I have no idea what that means. I have read all the posts in this forum and it
sounds like the problem with my Venture is the pressure control solenoid in the transmission. I
will try cleaning the MAF first to see if that helps at all. My Venture is shifting roughly. I have
had the transmission flushed and added some cleaner Sea Foam brand. It seemed to do the
trick for a while. But the improvement only lasted a week or so. Now the jerky shifting is back
and it appears to be gradually getting worse. I just have a couple of questions. I have not
noticed a whine other than the power steering whine that many have mentioned here. Will the
pressure control solenoid be bad without making the whining noise? My second question is Is it
hard to get to the pressure control solenoid? Mine at K is starting to act up. When you shut
down for 10 seconds or more does it correct the shifting??? I know I need a new one but I don't
know whats its properly called. I only want to replace what is really necessary. Chevy Venture
Let me know if your mechanic figured it out. February My daughter parked her Venture at work,
when she went to leave no transmission at all. I checked and the shift lever is moving on top of
trans and rod into trans seems to be turning shift linkage moving arm and rod never had one fail
like this? August edited August My Venture has been doing this for years. I've taken to different
mechanics and nothing has stopped it. Odd that so many people have this problem and they
cant fix it. Why turning the car off for 10 seconds makes it stop is bizzare, but it only works for a
while. It drives me crazy. On round 2 of the transmission rebuild. Word from the shop is that
everyting mechanical has been rep
2005 chevy tahoe dashboard
ford ranger manual transmission hard to shift
2005 dodge grand caravan headlight bulb
laced. Now they are hunting an electrical problem. The symptoms are the well known
transmission whine, hard shifts, stop, turn the engine off and wait a minute and it runs fine.
They have replaced the PCM during the rebuild. Any suggestions what to do next. Perhaps the
PCS was bad on the new unit? Thanks for the help. I have a venture and seems to be having
problems with trans. While driving it sounds as if there is a strain on the engine it shifts into
gears but continue with that dragging sound as if it has not shift into another gear. Sometimes it
wants to shut off and it accelerate high when I am driving slow or if I am idling. Even if I put the
van into neutral it still does the same. Please help! Did you ever figure out what was going on?
My Venture is doing the same thing. The guy next door is a mechanic, hooked it up to the
computer and he told me it's the pretty control solenoid. Said no thanks and took it home. I may
just take it to the dealer. Sign In or Register to comment.

